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WELCOME TO 

Foundations to get in place before you start creating Ads!

Creating basic ads using Business Manager

 

When logged in to Facebook, firstly check if you have a Business Manager: 

http://business.facebook.com/

 

 

If not, head here to create a Business Manager:

https://business.facebook.com/overview/

Getting started with Facebook Ads

http://business.facebook.com/
https://business.facebook.com/overview/
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PIXEL
Facebook Pixel

 

Before you create an Ad

Little bit of code that connects your website to your Facebook Ad account: 

 

number of link clicks, purchases, add to carts etc. 

everyone who's visited your website, 

added an item to cart

purchased etc. 

 

CLICK HERE to get up to date instructions for installing the pixel. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/952192354843755?id=1205376682832142
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Before you create an ad...
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FACEBOOK ADS 

What's your objective? 

What do you want people who see you advert to do?

What stage in your marketing are you at?  (Cold, warm, hot?) 

What is your budget?

 

 

 

Before you create an ad! 

Marketing happens before, during and after a paid ad.
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Inside Ads Manager...
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Campaigns - tree trunk

Ad sets - branches

Adverts - leaves
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HOW ADS MANAGER WORKS
Campaigns - top level 
(tree trunk)

Ad sets - sets of ads
(tree branches)

Adverts - individual ads
(tree leaves)

Objective
Campaign budget

Audience and targeting 
Where your ad will run (placement) 
Schedule

Written copy
Creative: Video / Image / Existing Post 
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MARKETING OBJECTIVES 
COLD WARM HOT
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WHICH OBJECTIVE DO YOU START WITH? 

Your own goals

Your budget

Audience size (cold will be larger than warm/hot) 

Your offer

The stage of the customer journey you are looking to engage people. 

Consider: 

 

 

The only way to know with any audience (and any amount of experience) is to test. 

Learn from a test, test again. 

Be systematic.

Don't see ads that don't convert as a failure - part of a learning process. 

Refine as you go. 
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There is no magic formula
(despite what some gurus might tell you!) 
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Audiences
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CREATING AUDIENCES - CUSTOM
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CREATING AUDIENCES - LOOKALIKE
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CREATING AUDIENCES - INTEREST BASED
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Copy / Creative
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AD COPY/CREATIVE

 

https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/
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AD COPY/CREATIVE

 

Test images / video that will stop people scrolling.

Use images that reflect your brand. 

Try to avoid obvious stock images. 

The more 'real' and less 'polished' images can work well.

Avoid negative language.Don't make false claims.

Do your research - see the ads other people are running. 

Test a couple of different images / sets of copy.  You can create more than one option for copy

when you are creating your ad in ads manager. 
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I usually test by running separate ads, rather than a split test.

Test two different ads against each other.

Best if you only have one variable between your ads.

You can use for testing different images, videos etc.  

4 day tests produce the most reliable results - according to FB. 

You can use the new Facebook Experiments tool to run a split test (or A/B test). 

 

 

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/how-to-test-facebook-ads-with-facebook-experiments/

 

 

 

 

SPLIT TESTING 
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What's your usual customer conversion rate in your business?  (ie the number of enquiries you

convert to a customer). 

What's the average spend of one customer? (Will vary depending on your business and products)

What was your ad spend in a month? 

How many enquiries did this bring?

How does your ad spend compare against either/or:

the immediate spend of a customer?

the lifetime spend of a customer? (ie, do they come back for more?) 

 

Simplest calculation: 

 

 

METRICS 
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Step by step guidance on running your own Facebook Ads. 

Includes a huge amount of expertise from Melissa and Kay Peacey.

Updated version in progress, will be released this month.

Click here to register your interest

 

Smarter Facebook Ads Course 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT NEXT? 

https://allisonchristie.17hats.com/p#/lcf/xnnwvpgsbrzkxbzzdzhdprbnpvffscvr
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Questions
 

 

THANK YOU 


